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tSaxoria and Dave (1061) have dorived simpler formulae for the thermal dif­
fusion factor of a binary gas mixture when the heavier component is in trace. 
Recently they (1063a, 1963b) also gave the formulae when the lighter component 
JR in truLic Formulae were derived both according to the Chapman-Cowling 
and Kihara approximation scliumos and numerical results were tabulated for the 
Ar-Xe and Ho-Xe systems A critical examination of their work shows 
that the Chapin an-Cowling second approximation formula for thermal diffusion 
factor, becomes loss accurate as the ratio of the mass of the lighter compo­
nent to the heavier component increases. In this note we report accurate formnlao 
for such systems
The new formulae repoited here are obtained by applying the following f'Vo 
criteria in expanding the Chapin an-Cowling determinants
(i) All the terms in the expansion of the various determinants which (contain 
the product of two diagonal elements of the Chapman-Cowling dotcrniinant,
are retained.
(ij) In this expansion those terms are also retained whuh explicitly contain 
the power of M  upto 2 . Tlf -  where ami are the molecailar weights
of the lighter and heavier components respectively.
Based on these considerations we get the following expression for [aylg 
when the heavier component is in trace instead of Eq. (7) of Saxena and Dave 
(1961) .
[ctyjjj =  ( 5 / 2 V ' 2 ) ( l 12**)
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Similarly when llie lighter component la in trace the following formula is obtained 
iiiatoad ot liq. (6 ) of Saxona and Dave (1968b) :
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In both tlieao formulae the various terms have their usual meaning.
TAELK T
(Chapman-(fowling calculated values ol [at,p\ for Xe-Ar system, Xe being
in trace
T
•K KigorouH* W D. S..J.
100 — 0 0377 - 0  0428 - 0 .0 3 7 7
•Mf
300 0 150 0 147 0 156
j500 0 275 0 280 0.27G
700 0 .3 2 0 0 .3 1 7 0 320
000 0 .3 9 0 0 .3 5 9 0 .3 9 9
TABLE TJ
pman-Cowling (f/alculated values o f  [a^Jg for Xe-Ar systmu, A t
trace
T
°K Rigorous* S.D . S.J.
100 - 0 .0 2 3 4 - 0  0181 - 0  0234
300 0 .0 8 9 4 0 0977 0 .0 8 9 4
500 0 ,1 0 5 0 .2 0 0 0 .1 6 6
700 0 .2 0 2 0 .2 3 8 0 .2 0 2
900 0 .2 1 2  B l 0 .2 4 8 0 .2 1 2
*These values are calculated afresh and some differ from  those reported 
earlier by  Saxena and D aye,
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Computed values of fa^ la aceordiiig to Eqs. 1 and 2 foi’ the Av-Xe system 
as a function of temperature are rec,orded m the last column (S J .)  of Tables I and 
II respectively. Also included in these tables are the previously reported rigorous 
(column 2) and approximate (S.D., Column II) values An inspection of these 
tables reveals that the now formulae given in this note are almost as accurate as 
the rigorous Ibrmulae and are much better than the simploi' formulae given (earlier 
by iSaxena and Davo (1061, 1063a, and 1963b). These new formulae will be 
extremely useful for proilicting the |(Xyla values or in detoianining the inter-mole­
cular forces if DL<j> experimental data are avaihible for those systems where M 
is not quite small
It may bo pointed out that this method of approximating the Chapman- 
Cowling deteriiiinants has proved very successlul for the general case of where 
both the components are present in appreciable proportions, (Saxona, Dave and 
Paideshi 1062, Saxena and Joslu 1063a) and also in the formula,tioii ot the sec,ond 
appioMination to the binary viscosity (Saxona and Joslu, 1063b)
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